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Lesson 1: Supply and Demand

Supply and Demand

Le

•In this lesson, you are going to learn about what
supply and demand are, and some ways to consider
the key roles they play in market economies.

Before You Read
1. Skim the title and article to answer the following questions:
a. R
 ead the title of this lesson “Supply and Demand”. What issues do you think the reading
will discuss?
b. T
 ake a minute to skim the first and
second paragraphs. What do you think
the author’s aim is?
2. W
 ork in small groups. Draw from your
own experience to answer the following
questions:
a. D
 iscuss what you know about supply and
demand, and how they are connected to
prices.
b. T
 hink of a product that has just entered
the market. Compare the price with that
of competitors. Is this product more or
less expensive, and do you think it is correctly priced?
3. I n the box below are some key words and phrases from the reading. Work in pairs and see if
you know what they mean; if necessary, consult a dictionary.
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supply

quantity of goods

manufacturer

customer demand

retailer

demand forecast

incentive

inventory cost
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Reading
Supply and demand are two of the most basic concepts of economics. These are really
two separate things, but they are almost always grouped together. In microeconomics, the
concept of supply is usually defined as the relationship between price and the quantity
of a good which manufacturers are willing to produce. For each price level, the supply
5 relationship shows the quantity which manufacturers are willing to produce at that
corresponding price. Take the LCD TV industry as an example, the number of LCD
television sets that are manufactured at a given price can be described as the quantity
supplied.
Demand, on the other hand, is usually thought of as how much of a good or service
10 consumers are willing to buy. Similar to the concept of supply, though, the quantity
demanded is only one aspect of the model. The term is carefully defined as the
relationship between the price and quantity demanded for a particular good or
service in particular circumstances. For each price level, the demand relationship
represents the quantity that buyers want to buy at that corresponding price, e.g. how
15 many people are planning to buy these new television screens with LCD technology.
It is important to distinguish between the demand relationship and the quantity demanded.
As we have seen, economists think of demand for a good or service as related to the price.
The relationship is an inverse one; that is, an increase in price will result in a decrease in the
quantity demanded. Conversely, the lower the price, the greater the quantity demanded.
20

A good example is the introduction of the latest
cell phone products featuring fast 3G wireless
technology, GPS mapping, and enterprise support.
New products can command a high price because
consumers are willing to pay more for the latest
25 features. Conversely, if more products are available
on display shelves than consumers are willing
to buy, retailers must lower prices—through
discounts or other incentives—to generate sales.
In addition, when new cell phone models are
30 introduced, sellers hope that people will be willing
to buy the older ones at a lower price.
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Understanding customer demand is key if a manufacturer is to produce and maintain
sufficient inventory so that customer orders can be met. Accurate and timely demand
forecasts are thus a vital component of an effective supply chain. Inaccurate demand
35 forecasts could typically result in either lost sales or excess inventory, with either scenario
resulting in inefficient allocation of resources.
We study supply and demand in order to understand
economics at its most basic, but as the global consumer
product market becomes more competitive, basics
40 become more complicated. Manufacturers and
retailers have found decision making on product
offerings, planning, and production ever more
difficult. In order to remain profitable, companies
must predict which of their goods will sell and
45 plan production and orders accordingly. However,
with fast introductions and product line extensions,
inaccurate demand forecasts along with errors in
inventory costs are unlikely to ever be totally avoided.

After You Read
1. T
 he following five sentences are taken from the reading. Use
contextual clues* to try and work out the meaning of each
highlighted word or phrase.

Contextual clues refer to
the environment around the
words. Instead of looking up
all the unknown words in the
dictionary, it is a good vocabulary
building and reading strategy to
use contextual clues, words in
the sentence, to determine the
meaning of unknown vocabulary.

a. F
 or each price level, the supply relationship shows the quantity which manufacturers are
willing to produce at that corresponding price.
b. T
 he term is carefully defined as the relationship between the price and quantity
demanded for a particular good or service in particular circumstances.
c. T
 he relationship is an inverse one; that is, an increase in price will result in a decrease
in the quantity demanded.
d. N
 ew products can command a high price because consumers are willing to pay more for
the latest features.
e. We study supply and demand in order to understand economics at its most basic.
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2. Scan through the reading and answer the following questions.
a. W
 hy is it important for manufacturers to understand the concept of supply and demand?
b. H
 ow do economists explain the demand relationship?
c. W
 hy can companies always command a higher price for new products or services? What
do they do with the older ones?
d. I n the concluding paragraph, what suggestions does the author give for manufacturers
and retailers to remain profitable?
e. What are the three major reasons for inaccurate demand forecasts?

Economics Vocabulary
This vocabulary is commonly used in the field of economics and business.
supply

n

an amount or quantity of something that is provided

demand

n

the amount of products or services that people need or want to buy

microeconomics

n

a branch of economics that studies how small groups such as
households, firms and states, interact or relate to a particular market
activity

manufacturer

n

a person or a company that produces goods in large quantities, such as
a factory

retailer

n

a person or a company that sells goods directly to the public

incentive

n

a reward or bonus that motivates a desired behavior, such as
purchasing a particular product

generate

v

to bring into existence, such as to make money, create jobs, produce
opinions or power

introduce

v

to bring a new product into a market

sufficient

a

enough, as much as is needed

inventory

n

a list of materials or goods in stock

demand forecast

n

a prediction about an expected demand over a specified future period

supply chain

n

the network of retailers, manufacturers and processes involved in
supplying a product

allocation

n

an amount of something that is given to someone, or is used for a
particular purpose
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line extension

n

a marketing strategy that develops new items under an already
established brand name

inventory costs

n

costs of holding materials or goods in stock such as warehousing,
insurance and taxation

General Vocabulary
This vocabulary is used for general purposes.
corresponding

a

related to or connected with something

circumstance

n

a fact or condition that affects a situation; usually used in plural forms

distinguish

v

to recognize the differences between things

inverse

a

the opposite of something

conversely

adv

command

v

in contrast, used to compare two things, and often used at the beginning
or the middle of a sentence
to demand

Vocabulary Practice
1. Matching
Match the vocabulary on the left with the definitions on the right. Some definitions have no
match.
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

allocation
inverse
circumstance
incentives
inventory
distinguish
corresponding
line extension
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A. closely related to
B. price deduction
C. new variations of an established
product or service
D. opposite
E. portion assigned or given
F. to differentiate
G. situation
H. result
I. rewards to motivate consumer buying
behavior
J. a list of merchandise in stock
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2. Cloze
Fill in the blanks with the words/phrases from the box, making changes if necessary. Some
of the words/phrases are not used.

result in

retailer

manufacturer

conversely

demand forecast

incentive

inventory cost

extension

allocation

generate

It is commonly believed that the market mechanism is the most efficient (1)
mechanism. Buyers and sellers interact in this market process based on the law of supply
and demand. Quantity supplied is defined as the amount of goods which (2)
are willing to produce at a particular price, while quantity demanded refers to the amount of
goods which buyers are willing to buy at a particular price. The relationship between these
two important concepts determines the price system. A scarcity in a consumer good may
(3)

an increase in price. (4)

, an excess in a consumer good would

lead to a decrease in the price. However, the market mechanism does not always produce
the most efficient outcome. Companies sometimes lose sales or gain excess inventory
because of inaccurate customer (5)
lower the price, or provide (6)

. In the latter case, companies would have to
in order to cut down their (7)

.

Language Focus
Collocation
The table below shows important Verb + Noun collocation patterns from the reading. Pay
careful attention to these active verbs.
Verb +Noun
Verb

Noun

Example

produce

quantity

In microeconomics, the concept of supply is usually
defined as the relationship between price and quantity of
a good which manufacturers are willing to produce.

command

a high price

New products can command a high price because
consumers are willing to pay more for the latest features.

generate

sale

Conversely, if more products are available on display
shelves than what consumers are willing to buy,
retailers must lower prices—through discounts or other
incentives—to generate sales.
ESP: English for Economics
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produce /
maintain

sufficient inventory

meet

customer order

Understanding customer demand is key if a manufacturer
is to produce and maintain sufficient inventory so
that customer orders can be correctly met.

Collocation Practice
Work in pairs to find other verbs besides produce and maintain that can be used with
inventory.
. . . . produce . . . .
...............
. . . maintain. . . .

inventory

...............

Corpus Tutorial: Just the Word (JTW)
How to use the corpus JTW to facilitate your usage of common collocations: Follow the step-bystep instructions below to find the verbs that frequently collocate with the noun inventory.

Step-by-Step Instructions

1. Go to the JTW corpus at http://193.133.140.102/JustTheWord/.
2. T
 ype the noun inventory in the key word box. Then click combinations.

1. inventory
2.

3. F
 ind inventory (N) on the right side of the page and collocation pattern V obj
*inventory*. (Note: The example make inventory shown next to V obj *inventory* is
the most frequently used collocation in JTW.)
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1.
2.

Note: The asterisk symbol* in V obj *inventory* means that we only want to look at
inventory in the collocation pattern V obj *inventory*.

4. Click on V obj *inventory* and find a list of verbs that frequently precede the noun
inventory. Please note that websites frequently update their database and formats.

higher frequency

Note: The bar after each search result represents good word combinations which means the
usage is grammatically accurate. Please see the diagram below retrieved from JTW website:

5. C
 lick on make inventory to see the examples. Is make inventory used as it is? Find
out how make inventory is most frequently used based on the examples. Then fill in
the blanks below.

make

inventory

ESP: English for Economics
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6. L
 ook at the examples (also called concordance lines*) of
make inventory, below, extracted from JTW. Can you find
the difference between make an inventory and make

Concordance lines are examples
of how the entry word(s) are used
in real-world context, such as
academic journals, magazines,
and television shows.

inventories (e.g. line 15, 17 and 19)?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Your answer: 

Corpus Practice: JTW
Use the corpus JTW (http://193.133.140.102/JustTheWord/) and repeat steps 2-4 to find
the verbs that frequently collocate with the nouns price and sale. Select three verbs from
the search result page that you want to learn or may use in the future. Then fill in the blanks
below. A search example has been done for you.
determine the prices

.................
.................

price
Is price used as it is? Is it used as
prices or the price? Don’t forget
to double check with the examples.

.................
.................
.................

sale

Note: You will use this corpus again in lessons 2-4.
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Is sale used as it is? Is it used as
sales or the sale? Don’t forget to
double check with the examples.
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Task-Based Activities
Task Ⅰ Describing Line Graphs
Look over this line graph:

Look at the description below, for this line graph.
Notice that it:
1. explains what the graph shows
2. points out the key trends
3. g
 ives important details, which in a line graph are usually about numbers and changes

Model Description

The graph shows the changes in gold price during the year 2008. The year can be split into
two halves, from January to July, and from August to December. In the first half of the year,
there were significant fluctuations in the price of gold. Starting at $800 an ounce in January,
it rose to a peak of just over $1,000 in March, before falling to between $820 and $870 from
April to June. Finally the price leaped again to about $1,000 in July. The second half of the
year was much more stable. In August the price fell to $800, and only rose slightly in the
next two months. The lowest price in 2008 was in November, the only time that it fell below
$800. Finally, gold ended the year at almost the same price that it was in January.
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Task Ⅱ Describing Line Graphs on Your Own
Look over the line graph below and then write a paragraph describing it using the model above
as a guide.

Your Description
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Task Ⅲ Group Work: OPEC Committee
Form special OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries) committees in groups of
five.
With your group members, you should:
1. U
 se your answer for Task 1-2 to brainstorm possible reasons behind oil price changes.
2. I ncorporate at least two collocations from Collocation or Corpus Practice to plan a
two- to three-minute analysis report.
3. U
 se Business Talk to structure your presentation.
Hints: political tensions, economic expansion or recession, violence in the Middle East, people
switching from mini-cars to SUVs (Sport Utility Vehicles), people replacing SUVs with bicycles,
etc.

Business Talk: Giving Analysis Reports
Oil Price Changes Analysis Report
Crude oil price performance in 2008 can be split into two parts, from
(month) to (month) and from (month) to (month). According to our special
OPEC committee meeting, we assume that the major reasons for oil price
changes in the first part could be (reasons that caused an increase/decrease).
(Give further explanation.) For the second part, we decided that there could
be (reasons) in (month) that caused the (increase or decrease) in oil price.
(Give further explanation.)
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